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Find Your Niche in the International Marketplace
Some say the world is getting smaller. But actually, the world remains a pretty big place 
from a real estate perspective. Before adding “international” to your resume, establish a 
distinct segment of the market you want to serve. Here are examples of two agents who 
decided to “think small” to achieve big results. 

Madeline Veissi
Chair, Global Business and Alliances Committee

Representing a real estate buyer poses challenges for every professional who enters the industry. Add an 
international component to the equation, and the challenge grows. For agents who plan to serve a global  
client base, it’s essential to specialize in a very defined and distinct part of the market. 

Going global means you’ll have to learn new customs and business practices. There will be language and 
translation issues to address. And, you’ll need to drive marketing to a new target audience and work hard 
to establish your expertise. Concentrate time and resources on one niche, one segment within the big,  
evolving international market, and you’ll generate leads and ultimately business sooner and increase  
opportunities for long-term success in the international real estate arena. 

What Part of the World Do You Call Your Own? 



Many foreign nationals invest in U.S. properties located in popular destination markets to have a place  
for vacation and rent to generate income. For years, Miami has been a hot market for these so-called  
“inbound” international buyers. 

Of French and African ancestry, broker Franck Dossa, CIPS, has realized success serving French home-
buyers seeking condominiums and townhomes throughout greater Miami. In fact, 90 percent of Dossa’s 
business comes from international clients, mostly those who speak French, but also some who approach 
him from other parts of the world. Maintaining robust business in this niche requires marketing initiatives 
centered on technology, combined with insight into European buying preferences and lots of networking.

What kind of properties are Dossa’s buyers most interested in? “They typically seek out condominiums that 
don’t have high maintenance or association fees,” explains Dossa. “Their first priority is something that can 
easily be rented, whereas the condition of the property is less important.” 

Property inquiries and leads are driven by his Web site, which includes a translation feature from English  
to French. “Some of my colleagues have advertised properties in foreign magazines and newspapers,” 
Dossa said. “This is costly, especially for agents starting out, and it’s difficult to track the return on your 
investment. My site is less costly, and I can measure the results.” 

While a Web site is key to promoting Dossa’s niche business, knowledge and networking are also  
essential. Dossa has also had success building global exposure through his affiliation with his local board, 
the REALTOR® Association of Greater Miami and the Beaches (RAMB), and their affiliations with the greater 
global real estate community. For example, RAMB entered into an IDX data exchange with FNAIM, a French 
real estate federation and NAR bilateral partner. Through this agreement, Dossa’s listings appear in France, 
alongside thousands of other member agents’ listings. 

After more than four years in the Miami market, Dossa has learned that working with French buyers usually 
takes considerably more time than U.S. clients, with an average transaction stretching out over a year or 
more. Months of e-mail messages and phone calls, answering a host of questions, are finally followed by 
a face-to-face visit. After that, things can move quickly, excepting potential complications associated with 
transferring funds and clearing international legal hurdles. 

“But the main challenge remains psychological,” explains Dossa. “Buying property generates a lot of  
anxiety, especially outside your own country. My job is to explain everything so buyers can reach their  
comfort zone.” 

Is it worth it? “Absolutely,” says Dossa. “I’ve enjoyed developing my niche business with French buyers. 
And I’ve found that they reward me with repeat business and referrals. For every foreign buyer I work 
with, I can realistically expect to receive at least five referrals.”
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Connecting with the Inbound International Buyer

Key Steps in Building Your INBOUND Niche
1.   Identify the foreign buyers that may be most interested in your local market. NAR’s  

State-by-State reports can be an important resource for pinpointing potential foreign  
connections. Recently updated, you can find them here:  
www.realtor.org/research/research/stateinternationalbusinessreports.

2.  Determine how you will market to them; your Web site is just one option. 

3.   Learn about and connect with cultural groups in your local community.  
Don’t forget to ask your local association for possible affiliations.
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Finding Your Niche
Dossa and Simms represent two directions you can follow: Serving foreign nationals (inbound 
buyers) or Americans (outbound buyers) seeking properties in other countries. You can model their 
approach, concentrating on other buyers or countries, or investigate an international market closer 
to home—perhaps a thriving immigrant community in your own market. 

But above all, identify a niche, call it your own and work to make it blossom into business.  Turn 
that real estate mantra, “Location, location, location” into “specialize, specialize, specialize.” GP

Z

The lure of a vacation or permanent home in an exotic locale and the prospect of a lower cost of living are 
two key reasons U.S. citizens seek real estate investments beyond our borders. It was with this in mind that 
Sharon Simms, CIPS, a broker from St. Petersburg, Florida, decided to expand her international practice by 
adding an “outbound” niche to her business—assisting Americans who want to buy property in Costa Rica.

Already quite familiar with assisting foreign buyers of Florida property, Simms first became interested in Costa 
Rica through a developer she met while attending an international congress. Given the convenience of travel-
ing to Costa Rica, a 21/2-hour flight from Florida, plus her Spanish language skills, it seemed like a good way 
to expand her business.

Still, Simms understands the importance of niche marketing. “It’s much better to start with a geographical 
specialty. Mine is Costa Rica,” explains Simms. “Don’t try to be everything to everyone.”

A small but geographically diverse nation, Costa Rica has 13 climate zones and a wide range of investment 
real estate options. To stay informed, Simms subscribes to various print and online newsletters and to Google 
Alerts for e-mail updates on developments in Costa Rica. She also makes periodic trips to the country, along 
with her daughter and business partner Tami Simms-Powel, who also speaks Spanish. 

Simms’ role in Costa Rican transactions is more one of consultant, keeping in close contact with the buyer 
and the Costa Rican agent. “It’s critical to identify and work with a knowledgeable, trusted local agent  
because real estate operates so differently in other countries.” Local agents and other key professionals  
provide much-needed assistance in helping clients find and purchase the right property. 

Much of Sharon Simms’ referral business is generated by existing clients from her Florida-based  
residential brokerage. To market her expertise to a broader audience, Simms maintains an active blog  
(http://blog.ssimms.com) that provides information on available properties and news about cultural and 
political developments. 

Some properties posted on the blog promote listings from agents within her referral network. Participation in 
Facebook, LinkedIn and other social networks lets Simms build awareness and identify new clients. Simms 
augments her online activities with on-the-ground knowledge and personal networking. “It’s all about 
relationships and what you know. The more you get involved, the more you learn,” says Simms. 

Key Steps in Building Your OUTBOUND Niche
1. Pick a country of interest. 

2.  Establish relationships with the foreign real estate association in that country. NAR has 
bilateral agreements with over 80 foreign real estate associations that abide by a code 
of ethics. Learn more at www.realtor.org/global. 

3.  Travel to that country to attend events or other meetings to build relationships with 
foreign agents and/or developers.
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Nurturing Business Beyond U.S. Borders

http://blog.ssimms.com
www.realtor.org/global


1.  Become a Blogger
  A blog gives you the ability to publish your thoughts and perspectives 

online, and sites like Wordpress and Blogspot let you create blogs at 
no cost. Benefits include greater visibility within the industry, driving 
sales leads and establishing yourself as a real estate thought leader. 
But before you enter the blogosphere, spend time to create a blog that establishes 
an identity and delivers a compelling message about your international real estate 
specialty. Schedule posts in advance and plan content to make better use of your 
time. Images and videos add excitement. Measure success by the number of  
followers who read and contribute to discussion topics.

2. Find Fans Through Facebook
  Here’s a statistic that will draw attention: Facebook has more than 350 

million active users around the world. Along with its social networking 
capabilities, Facebook lets subscribers set up free “fan pages.” The page 
lets you share services and business information with other users. Here’s 
the payback: When fans or supporters comment, that message gets distributed 
to their Facebook friends. Populate the page with news and updates about your 
international expertise, as well as images and links to relevant property or market 
videos. Get creative and set up a contest to drive fan participation.

3.  Maximize No-Cost Web Site Classifieds
  The legendary Craigslist online network pioneered the free advertising 

concept back in 1995 as a distribution list for friends. Others have  
followed, including Kijiji. This relatively new network of online urban  
communities also offers free classified listings and maintains a Housing category 
with 10 options.  Kijiji, translated to “village” in Swahili, serves 34 countries and 
is the market leader in Canada, Germany, Italy and Taiwan. Unlike the bare bones 
design of Craigslist, the new kid offers a clean look and colorful icons.

4.  Lights, Camera, Action: Go With Video
  How prevalent is video in business and culture today? YouTube, the  

free online video sharing site, reports it serves more than 1 billion videos 
from around the world daily. Today, it’s relatively easy to record good 
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to Get Noticed Across Time Zones
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Tactics
“Our first property listing in Anguilla 

was once posted on its own site, and we 

blogged about the property.  It resulted in 

a buyer inquiry from someone who lived 

less than two miles from me. The Internet 

creates a small world for us.” 

–  Teri Isner, CIPS, Keller Williams At-The-

Lakes/Celebration, Celebration, Florida

Sometimes it’s okay to be a round peg in a square hole. In fact, if your goal for 2010 and beyond is to generate 

leads and referrals from international home buyers or sellers, it’s a sound strategy to stand out from the crowd.

To reach that goal, jump-start your marketing initiatives with no-cost, low-cost and highly cost-effective tactics that 

can contribute to building awareness on the global market. Here are eight tactics to consider. Most employ social 

media and other online or digital resources, while others should provide fresh perspectives on how to maximize 

proven marketing resources. 
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quality video content and make  
simple edits using a new generation 
of inexpensive digital cameras from 
Flip Video, Kodak and others. Based 
on Flash technology, these pocket-
sized cameras let you effortlessly  
upload, view, edit and distribute  
videos. Add a portable stereo  
recorder to enhance audio, and 
you’re well-equipped to record client 
testimonials and footage of properties 
for sale or lease. Post the video on 
YouTube and add a link to your Web 
site, blog or Facebook page. 

5.   Take it One Step  
Further with Cable 
Television

  Once you become more 
adept with video, consider exploring 
low-cost purchased television 
advertising. The folks at Google offer 
a service called TV Ads that lets  
you bid on airtime on national cable 
channels and satellite networks.  
The TV Ads site provides research 
on specific shows, channels and 
airtimes so you can plan a media 
schedule that can reach the many 
ethnic audiences in markets across 
the nation. Need help creating an ad? 
Google also provides an Ad Creation 
Marketplace geared toward small 
businesses.

6.   Don’t be Shy, Ask  
for an Online  
Pat-on-the-Back

  Launched in 2003, LinkedIn 
is a business-oriented social network 
with more than 55 million members. 
One tremendous benefit is a  
recommendation feature that gets 
posted to your profile. According to 
Teri Isner, a LinkedIn recommendation 
sends a powerful message. “You can 
only get so real, other than video, in 
the world of the Internet,” she said.  
“A LinkedIn recommendation gives 
your happy customers the ability to 
give you the kudos you deserve.”  
Enlist clients and fellow agents to 
write a recommendation that reflect 
your knowledge, success and  
dedication to adding value in the 
international real estate arena. 

7.   Cultivate a  
Global Brand

  This may sound perfunctory, 
but it’s imperative to define 
how you fit within the global market-
place. Strategize on how to cultivate 
an international brand around you, 
your work and your successes. Start 
with a Web site or page dedicated to 
the kind of international business you 
conduct and incorporate a theme line, 
logo and images. Doing so will help 

you target your buyer prospects and 
fine-tune your message.

8.  Print Classifieds    
 Done Strategically
  Many agents have shifted 

marketing dollars away 
from print newspaper  
advertisements for a 
couple of reasons. One, it can  
be expensive, and two, print media 
has been eclipsed by online  
communications in terms of reaching 
a target audience. A service called 
American Classified Services offers 
a solution. The firm sells discounted 
classified line and display ads  
that run in community and free  
newspapers in the U.S., Canada,  
and internationally. Work with  
company representatives to identify 
domestic publications that serve  
communities that have established or 
growing immigrant markets. Develop 
a consistent campaign to announce 
properties you have for sale or lease. 
GP
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Tactics

“I see quite a few international Web sites that 

try to be all things to the international buyer 

and seller, from real estate portal to travel 

agent. I think it’s important to keep your mes-

sage focused and consistent, and to provide 

current and useful information to prospects.” 

–  Marie Farrell, CIPS, RE/MAX Coastal Real 

Estate, Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida
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HOW DO I MAXIMIZE THE MARKETING IMPACT  
OF MY WEB SITE ON GLOBAL ONLINE VISITORS?

You’ve defined and researched your global marketing niches. You’ve developed  
differentiators to help you stand out to potential international clients. If these tactics 
work, you’ll drive traffic to your Web site—your online face to the world and a primary 
marketing portal for your global real estate business. In many cases, it is how potential 
international clients first gain access to you. The question now is:

Translating into the native languages of those in your niche markets is one obvious  
answer. But reaching a global audience hinges on more than translation—it takes  
research, content strategy and the right search engine optimization (SEO) tactics that 
will make your company stand out.

“Now is a prime time to reach out to international investors,” says Joan Barnes,  
president of Marketing Specifics, a real estate marketing and advertising firm outside  
Atlanta, GA. The fallout from the U.S. housing market crash—coupled with the lingering 
recession—has sparked new interest from overseas buyers. “Never before has the  
United States seen so many foreign investors looking to invest in real estate and  
property,” she says.

Taking Action
So where to begin? Cindy King, a cross-cultural marketer with more than 25 years  
of experience in international sales says the best way to begin building a globally savvy 
Web site is to make direct contact with markets you want to reach. Even a small base  
of communication will be beneficial.

“It doesn’t matter where you start, as long as you keep taking action. You’ll learn 
through communication,” King said during a recent podcast discussing the  
internationalization of Web sites. Going international means “you have to look at things 
differently and open up your thought process.” 

Contact international real estate developers by phone; get a feel for what they are saying 
and the kinds of leads they are looking for. This will ultimately help you create a better 
Web site model.
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Never before has 
the United States 
seen so many  
foreign investors 
looking to invest 
in real estate and 
property.
—  Joan Barnes,  

president of  

Marketing Specifics,  

Atlanta, GA
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Know What They Want
When it comes to SEO, don’t downplay 
the recession, advises Barnes. That is 
one of the primary reasons international 
buyers are interested in investing here. 
“More people are buying real estate now 
from around the world than ever before,” 
Barnes says. She attracted interest from a 
Saudi Arabian real estate developer via her 
Web site a year-and-a-half ago. Now the 
two are collaborating on a business plan 
to launch a joint real estate development 
in the coming year. 

In order to be found, she features  
content—articles, blogs and white  
papers—with key phrases that will attract 
international attention. For example, an 
article or blog titled Five Easy Ways to 
Make Your First International Investment 
is optimal for SEO. Key phrases such as 
“first international investment” and “ways 
to invest internationally” can result in  
high-ranking search engine hits. 

What’s more, agents can repurpose 
content from their site and within their 
social networks by adding the names of 
niche market countries in separate posts, 
leading to increased hits. This will improve 
results for those searching for investment 
opportunities that meet their specific 
needs, i.e., a real estate professional with 
multi-lingual capabilities or someone  
familiar with the preferences of buyers 
from that country. 

Expert Advice
Positioning yourself as a “real estate 
expert” can also drive international traffic 
to your site, Joan Barnes adds. Overseas 
investors often use these terms as key 
search phrases, so including such  
language on your landing page or in your 
bio will likely improve your search results.
“Agents should think of themselves as 
peacocks,” she says. The notion of  
“fluffing up and fanning your feathers,” 
creates a larger presence, drawing more 
attention on the global stage. Your Web 
site needs to include your capabilities and 
experience, things that accurately reflect 
your success without necessarily focusing 
attention on the size of your business. 

Say “No” to Testimonials
Is it possible to overdo it and lose  
credibility? Cindy King says yes,  
especially when dealing with foreign 
markets.  American Web sites tend to 
use bolder, more aggressive designs than 
those overseas. But the bigger problem 
lies in their excessive use of testimonials.

Testimonials “work fine for the American 
market,” King says. But posting glowing 
client reviews on a Web site—along with 
the clients’ personal photos, names and 
cities of residence—raises more than a 
few eyebrows from European audiences.

“They will ask, ‘Why is this company  
doing this?’ Or they will suspect that the 
company must be paying someone. As  
a result, you risk creating the opposite  
effect of what you intend,” King says. 
“What builds credibility in one country  
may destroy it in another country.”

Get Country-Specific
The same theory could be applied to 
search engines, which also have a varied 
international reach. In China, for example, 
Baidu is more widely used than Google,  
so it is best to work with someone  
well-versed in site-specific SEO.

To attract business from overseas, U.S. 
agents must demonstrate their interest  
in another region or country. In addition  
to language, be mindful of trade  
information, currency benefits and  
restrictions, local customs, dialects and 

Positioning 
yourself as a  
“real estate expert” 
can also drive 
international traffic 
to your site. 
— Joan Barnes

Pay particular  
attention to how you 
use English so it is  
easy to understand  
and not too  
culturally specific. 
—  Cindy King, independent  

consultant, King Business Tools 

St. Martin en Biére, France

that country or region’s business rules  
of engagement. This should be reflected  
in your Web site content, including  
landing pages, calls-to-action and other 
key information. 

KISS Principle
You already know language is important. 
But also remember to follow the KISS 
principle—keep it short and simple.

“Pay particular attention to how you use 
English so it is easy to understand and 
not too culturally specific,” King explains. 
Don’t use slang, idioms or contractions 
that may be difficult for someone reading 
English as a second language.

Reaching an international audience is 
about, “taking away a little bit of the 
cultural communication that is specific 
to your own country and making it more 
[generally] appealing.”

Remain Hands On
Most importantly, never stop researching 
your international markets, advises King. 
“The best thing to do is sit down, start 
surfing and look at what other people are 
doing,” she says. 

Similar research strategies can also be 
applied to social media networking—
which can create an entirely new window 
of opportunity for those looking to attract 
global investors. GP

Be sure to read our next issue of Global 
Perspectives to find out how you can 
use social media to grow your business 
internationally. 
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Don’t Miss These Business-Building Events!
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®

430 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL  60611

Elevate Your Business 
at NAR Resort 
Symposium

June 13-15 in Lake Tahoe
One of the premier networking opportunities, this event only 
happens once every 18 months! Plan to attend the Resort  
Symposium to develop key marketing strategies that will take 
your business to the next level through sessions such as: 

- Social Networking 101: Getting Started 
 Led by NAR Social Media Manager Todd Carpenter. 
- Who’s Who in Resort Real Estate
  Gain contacts and referral opportunities in this speed 

networking event that guarantees maximum exposure 
to other attendees.  

Visit www.resortsymposium.com for more meeting and 
registration details. Find out why past attendees call this  

a must-attend event! 

New CIPS Training  
Debuts at NAR  
Midyear Meetings

May 10-11 in Washington, D.C. 
The U.S. market is a hotbed for real estate bargains, and 
global buyers are noticing. If you haven’t already earned 
your Certified International Property Specialist (CIPS) 
designation, take advantage of this opportunity to gain 
essential knowledge and establish credentials with foreign 
buyers in your local market. Start your CIPS education here - 
take two of the five classes on May 10 and 11. Midyear  
Meetings take place from May 10-15.

The new CIPS program features recently refreshed content 
and a streamlined course structure tailored to today’s  
real estate climate. 

Visit www.realtor.org/global for details on how you can be the 
first to take the new CIPS!  

We’ve launched a new site with all new content! Check out www.realtor.org/global.

www.realtor.org/global
www.realtor.org/global
www.resortsymposium.com
www.tinyurl.com/globalperspectives

